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OHIO TOURNAMENT

COBURN TROUPE IN
'TAMING OF SHREW'

FOR CHAMPIONSHIP

Disposes of Numerous Problems and And Juniors May Well be Proud of Appear Indoors on Account of Rain Played on Local Courts
Makes Radical Changes in Two

the

Year-Boo-

k

Art Features

Shakespeare's

Comedy

Eight Colleges Struggle

Well

Evoke Favorable Criticism

Presented and Applauded

Question of Abolishing Baseball Put

After a slight delay, due to the
Spring flood, the Reveille of the
class of 1914 has appeared, and
the many unusually good qualities of the book are more than sufficient recompense for two weeks
for which it was delayed. The
cover of unfinished red leather
carries a seal in gold, on which a
"1914" is intermingled with the
word "Kenyon," the entire design encircled by a wreath.
The most unique feature of the
1913 Reveille is without doubt its
Mr. C. Coles
art department.
Phillips, '05, to whom the book
was dedicated, donated two of the
illustrations of the Reveille, and
any comment on his work would
be superfluous. Fred J. Wonders,
the Art Editor, furnished the remainder of the drawings for the
various departments and in this
respect the volume has had no superior in recent years.
The literary department has
likewise received very careful attention, and as a result this usually neglected feature is one of the
best in the book. Many of the
incidents connected with the life
at Kenyon are portrayed in clever
bits of verse, while a short story
attempts to picture Old Kenyon
in 1955. Many of the men now
in college are introduced as successful authors, politicians and
clergymen. If humor is based on

So seldom is it that Kenyon
men and the people of Gambier
have an opportunity to see a good
dramatic performance that when
announcement was made that the
Coburn players were coming to
Gambier it was received with the
hearty approval of everybody.
This company, consisting of about
twenty players and a large executive staff, has a wide reputation

for Shakespeare's plays and it was
upheld in a very commendable
way on Friday evening, May 23,
when they presented "The Taming
of the Shrew." Although scheduled to perform out of doors the
inclemency of the weather forced
the players under the sheltering
roof of Rosse Hall.
Promptly at 8 o'clock the performance began with singing behind the scenes. Then the curtain
rose and soon the audience was
in an uproar of laughter as the
various characters appeared and
the humorous complications increased. By degrees the plot developed to the point where
suitor to Kathernia, the
Shrew, comes to marry her. The
account of this wedding as told
by Gremio was extremely amusing and was presented in a most
admirable manner. The scene at
the home of Petruchio following
his marriage when he storms and
raves is probably the most interesting part of the drama inas- -

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 8)

Seniors Sing

"Swan Songs" in Parting

The last regular Assembly meeting of the year, held June 5, was
an especially interesting and important one, as a number of
weighty issues were considered.
Mr. Ilauck reported a new cut
system that has been drawn up
by the
t
committee
on relations.
According to the
system as proposed, no man can
take more than two cuts in a
three hour course without doing
an extra amount of work, the total
number of absences under any circumstances being limited to five.
Inasmuch as this proposition offers a less liberal system than the
one now in use, the Assembly voted not to endorse it. Mr. Ilauck
also proposed a constitutional
amendment placing the Committee
on Faculty Relations on an equal
footing with the other standing
committees of the Assembly. Thb
amendment was laid on the table
until the next regular meeting of
the Assembly.
Mr. Matthews read a new set oi
rules adopted by the Honor Committee. The new rules are more
specific than the old and are in
general more stringent. They place
a definite time limit on the length
of examinations, regulate conduct
in the examination room and provide severe penalties for infractions of the rules or of their spirit. Save for the time limit, these
rules are to apply to tests as well
as to regular examinations.
A vacany on the Executive
Committee from the First Constitutional Division was filled by the
election of Mr. Tayler.
In view of the fact that the
board of managers of the Commons has increased the rates for
next year, allowing, however, the
old rates to men paying board for
ten weeks in advance, a petition
was read asking a continuance of
this year's charges. Dr. Allen
faculty-studen-

(Continued on Page 6)

EIGHTY-FIFT-

H

SENIOR

PLAY

Pe-truchi-

"THE FROGS," BY ARISTOPHANES

Saturday Evening, June

Teams of

for the

Tennis Titles of the State

of the Cases Considered

Aside Until Fall

1

14, 1913.

Mr. W. F. Koehnline
Bacchus
Mr. J. A. Dickinson
Xanthias, his slave
Mr. W. T. Sprague
Hercules
Mr. A. D. Bowlus
A dead man
Mr. D. Wonders
Charon
Mr. D. C. Wheaton
Aeacus
Mr. F. M. Weida
A servant of Proserpine
Mr. C. J. Black and Mr. F. E. Ilauck
Two women sutlers
Mr. V. C. McMaster
Euripides
Mr. Clan Crawford
Aeschylus
Mr. I. J. Koehnlint,
Pluto
The scene is partly in Athens and partly in Hades, the time
shortly after the death of Pericles.

o,

Kenyon Loses Championship

for the

First Time in Four Years

Ful-

ton of Wooster Wins Out

As a result of the fifth annual
intercollegiate tennis tournament,
held on the local courts, May 30
and 31, Kenyon was forced to relinquish the tennis championship
of Ohio, a title which she has held
for the past three years. The honors were split between three colleges, Wooster winning the singles, Ohio Wesleyan the doubles
and Ohio State the consolation
singles. In the person of Fulton,
Wooster put forth a "dark horse"
who was early in the tournament
recognized as a very dangerous
contender for the honors. His
work, consequently, was watched
with great interest.
Ohio Wesleyan 's doubles team,
composed of Messrs. Badley and
Worley, won out by consistent
playing, good team work and accuracy of stroke. Mention must
also be made of the adaptability
of this team to the style of play
of their opponents. It was a noticeable fact that the Wesleyan
team played a different sort of
tennis each match, and it was this
that enabled them to win out.
In the consolation singles, Scarlet of Ohio State had things very
much his own way from the outset and captured the title with
comparatively little difficulty.
Altogether there were eighteen
men entered in the tournament,
representing eight Ohio colleges.
Play was to have begun on Thursday, but, unfortunately, the elements could not see it that way,
with a result that old "Jupe"
Pluvius let loose in all his fury,
to such an extent as to cause intense worry on the part of the
management as to whether there
even would be a tournament.
Friday morning, however, Decoration Day, dawned clear and fair,
so the schedules were rearranged
and play was started in the first
round of the singles. The most
interesting match in this round
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KENYON
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was that between Moor of Denison and Worley of Ohio Wesle-

yan. Rarely have two more evenly matched players been seen on
Kenyon courts and unusual interest was thereby
attached.
Moor's powerful strokes stood him
in good stead and he won out
6--

Mrs. H. B. Wellman,

4,

9--

7.

The second round was also devoid of particular interest save

Proprietor

that which attached to the match

Well furnished and sanitary.
Rooms lighted and clean.

lladdox of Ohio State. The latter had the enviable reputation

SPECIAL RATES

of not having been defeated this
season.
Also, he had twice de-

between Fulton of Wooster and

made to students

feated Kenyon players and, in the
first round, appeared to have a
fair claim to championship honors. Fulton was as equally determined and won out by the close
By this
scores of
and
a
become
well rectime, it had
ognized fact among the spectators
that the final round would probably be fought out between Fulton
and Ashton, the latter of Miami.
Hence attention was concentrated
on these two and no little interest
accompanied the
In these, Fulton easily won out
from Moor of Denison
Ashton was pitted against Badle
of Ohio Wesleyan, hitherto undefeated, and a lively match was also
expected here. The latter, however, was forced to yield to the
more spectacular play of Ashton,
the games going to the latter
7--

RATES:
$2.00

Per day

6--

5
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The Collegian
Clothes Store
Correct Dress
Young Men

for
all
Styles in

Men and
New

the

Clothing
and

Furnishings

was anticipated. Both play the
same style of tennis, consisting of
a smashing and forceful game, but
Ashton was the steadier and less
erratic of the two. Thus it was
extremely hard to pick the winner, although the odds were a
trifle in favor of Fulton. The
match was a distinct surprise to
From the very
the spectators.
outset Fulton took the lead, and,
by an odd service and unusually
powerful Lawfords, swept Ashton completely off his feet. After
for
the first set, which went
Fulton, there was little doubt as
to who would win out, though it
was thought that Ashton 's steadiness might come to his rescue.
It did not, however, and Fulton
won the next two sets with comthereby
and
parative ease,
gaining the intercollegiate tennis
championship of Ohio.
In the doubles, the chief contenders were Ohio Wesleyan and
Oberlin. Both of these teams
played practically the same style
of tennis, a careful, placing game,
with "chop" strokes and effective
team work the main points of reliance. Both were forced to work
hard to reach the finals, all other

The Home
of

Good Clothes

Milton S. Lewis
Holeproof Hose
Mallory Hats

6--

2

6--

5,

6--

4.

Chas. G. Singer

TAILOR

Dry Cleaning

All the Latest Styles and Cloths.
Suits Made With a Guarantee.
Repairing and Pressing Neatly
Done.

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

2,

As it had been determined that
Fulton and Ashton would be the
final contenders, a warm match

1

7--

4.

3.

6--

Norfork Mackinaw Reefers

teams showing unexpected
strength. The team from Denison
in particular displayed a firmness
which was hard to overcome. In
the finals between Ohio Wesleyan
and Oberlin, the result was long
in doubt, the sets running into
five, the highest of the tournament. Oberlin won first, Ohio
Wesleyan captured the next two
and then lost again, making the
set score two all. In the final and
decisive set, Oberlin weakened a
trifle and lost out, thus yielding
honors to the Methodists.
Of the work of Kenyon in the
tournament, little need be said.
The members of the team had not
been able to practice at all since
Sophomore Hop, and as a consequence made a rather poor showing save in doubles, where Clark
and Brown held the Ohio State
team down to
However,
we have by no means a monopoly

Nov.
Nov.

17 College opens.
27 Millersburg

a

t

Citizens Phone

Gambier.
4 Otterbein at Gambier.
11 Wittenb erg
at
Springfield.
18 Reserve at Cleveland.
25 Muskingum at Gambier.
1

Open.

8

Wooster at Wooster.
Cincinnati at Cincinnati.
Case at Cleveland.

Nov. 15
Nov. 22

No-

-

59

Residence Phone No. 165

GAMBIE.R

THE

BAKERY

on the title and 'tis only well that
the results went as they did, as it
and Cold Lunch
will serve as a greater inspiration
for next year.
The tournament was a decided
success in every respect save posThe support
sibly financially.
from the college was surprisingly
poor, a general apathy existing.
All praise should be given to Manager S. S. Clark and his assistant,
Timothy Bradley, for the efficient
and smooth manner in which the
tournament was carried off. Also
it may be remarked that all of
the visiting players were well Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacco
pleased with Kenyon and Kenyon
hospitality.
Ice Cream, Candies

Hot

FANCY

GROCERIES

3,

The freshmen are busily engagand Soft Drinks
ed in evolving a class song, the
words of which have been submitStationery and Student
ted and accepted. T. E. Davey,
R. A. Bowman and B. II. Stein-felcompose the committee in

Supplies

d

charge.
Work has recently been resum JACOBS
ed on the President's house and
is making a rapid progress.

&
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C. G. Scott & Son
DEALERS

MUSKINGUM

STATE

BEATEN

General Merchandise

Lop-sid-

ed

nferenceTwo

Game-Re- serve

Broken at

Contest Canceled

In spite of rainy weather and
other causes productive of cancellations, Kenyon has managed
to go ahead with her baseball seasSpecials: Fine Candies and Cigars on
and at last to win a victory. On
May 10, the team made the tiresome trip to New Concord and
GAMBIER, OHIO
took revenge for the difficulties of
the journey by defeating Muskingum by a score of 4 to 3, in a well
played and interesting game.
High Moor did the twirling for
Kenyon and was very effective, allowing only seven hits in the nine
innings. Wonders, Zint and
backed him up with brilGoods and Flosses liant fielding and effective stick
work. Dietz was the opposing
Novelties
pitcher and while he was not hit
s
hard, the visitors made their
in bunches and secured the
necessary runs.
Hits by Moor and Bramble, aided by Monroe's sacrifice and Muskingum errors, brought two runs
in
the second, tieing the score. In
91 E. Gambier St., Mt. Vernon, O.
the next three innings as many
hits went to waste, but in the
sixth three in a row and another
sacrifice produced two more runs
and the game was out of Muskingum's reach, though a rally in the
Barber
eighth made the situation tense
for a while.
Kenyon ...0
Muskingum

DRESS GOODS

Mc-Mast- er
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The Gift Shop
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COMES FIRST

By Kenyon Nine, but Wooster Walks In Annual Track Meet

IN
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Guaranteed
Bakery Building,

Gambier, Ohio

When in Mt. Vernon
eat at the

Log Cabin
25c Lunch 25c

Special Orders
OF ALL KINDS

W. T. NEWSOM, Prop
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The Reserve baseball team was
to have played here May 23, but
owing to the absence of some of
the men who attended the Big Six
field meet, Graduate Manager
Reinheimer cancelled the game by
before.
telegram
night
the
Through some neglect the telegram was not delivered to the
Cleveland manager and the W. R.
U. team showed up in full force
at Gambier the next day. The
question now is who pays the
bill? Someone should worry!
The game at Wooster, May 16,
was not a very brilliant effort
on Kenyon 's part. Things did not
go well from the start and Woos-

ter registered four tallies in the
opening round. After that they
were able to take things easy.
Kenyon scored two runs in the
fourth on clean hitting, but Geisel
then tightened up and it was all
off. Dunlap 's hitting and W. Collins 's fielding were the features
of Wooster 's game, while Wick-haand Smith did the best work
The final score was
Kenyon.
for
nine to two.
Kenyon ...0
9
Wooster ..4

m
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"Bob" Castecl

of Ohio CoHAS THB

Big Six Records

0.

S. U. field

The eleventh annual track meet
of the Ohio "Big Six" Conference was held at Ohio field, Columbus, on Friday and Saturday, May
23 and 24. The first day was devoted to the preliminaries and the
second to the finals. The track
and field were unusually heavy

Barber Shop
FOR

Kenyon Men

and soggy from the continual
rains which preceeded the meet,
but nevertheless fair time was A Neat Hair Cut
made in the preliminaries and better in the finals, and in fact two
Big Six records were broken on
A Clean Shave
Saturday.
The four men entered by Kenyon left for Columbus Friday
A Delightful Massage
morning accompanied by Dr.
Walton, Coach Mathews and Manager Black. In the preliminaries
Carr and Mcintosh were unfortunate in being penalized twice,
the former in the hundred-yar" Bob " Do It
dash and the high hurdles and the
yard dash.
latter in the
Running 122 yards against 120 in
the high hurdles Carr was able to
push up to second place, failing
by a few inches to qualify. Had
Citizens Phone
it not been for this penalization it
Satisfaction Guaranteed
is certain that he would have takalen first place in his heat and
together probable that he would
have placed in the finals.
The only men entered for Kenyon Saturday were Tasman and
THE CHAMPION
Williams. The former, entered in
the discus, made a throw of 104
feet. This was just a few inches
too short to place, the event going
to Prouty of Denison with a throw
of 110 feet. Williams, in the mile
run, failed to place owing partially to his inexperience.
Despite the threatening clouds
a Suit From Us
of the morning, Saturday afternoon was ideal for the meet and
the bleachers were crowded. One
hundred and eighty athletes were
entered in the meet, representing
Cincinnati, Case, Denison, KenHxpert Cleaners Dyers
yon, Miami, Oberlin, Ohio State,
Ohio University, Ohio Wesleyan,
All kinds of Plain and Fancy
Western Reserve and Wooster.
Dyeing, Dry and Steam CleanTwo Conference records wert
ing, Pressing, Repairing and
broken Saturday. Wagner of CinRelining of Ladies' and Gents'
cinnati cleared the bar in the pole
Garments. Goods called for
and delivered Tuesday and
vault at 11 feet 5 inches; and
Friday afternoons.
Moore of Wooster won the two
mile run in 9 minutes and 41
d

Let

four-fort- y

744-Gre-

en

Steam Dye Works

Order

6

3--

4

seconds.
The final score of the meet is as
Ohio
follows: Ohio State
Wesleyan 32y2; Miami 18; Cincin-

51;

18 ; Oberlin 16
; Denison 14 ;
Reserve 6 ; Wooster 5 ; Ohio University 2; Case 1.
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Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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sons of Kenyon as an accurate, students is the largest it has been
newsy visitor, and we beseech for many years, and next year's
Founded in 1855
your indulgence and aid in our entering class should and undoubtPublished every two weeks during efforts to accomplish that end.
edly will be much larger than
the collegiate year by the students of
The number of old men
usual.
Kenyon College.
ONE YEAR OF THE COMMONS who will drop out is negligible.
(Member of the Ohio College Press
Started as an experiment and Every man now on the Hill realopposed at the outset by a great izes that the college needs him
Editor-in-Chimany undergraduates, the Com- and only a few will disregard that
DAVID W. BOWMAN, '14
mons has weathered one year of need. With these men back and
Editors
Junior
difficulties and emerged safe and so many entering there will sureP. C. BAILEY, '15
K. W. CUSHING, '15
sound. In view of the fact that ly be a general renaissance of all
G. W. FREEMAN, '15
this institution will, as a result oi college activities.
Associate Editors
Certainly with the bulk of the
success, undoubtedly become a
L. B. DOBIE, '14
permanant
'varsity
is
fitting
back, with Coach Mathbut
fixture,
it
D. H. HARPER, '14
present,
ews
of
be
a
word
and with next year's
commendation
that
R. A. HOUSTON, '14
W. W. SANT, '14
favorable schedule, there should
recorded.
W. H. KING, '15
The food at the Commons has be a splendid football season, and
R. A. BOWMAN, '16
been
all that any temperate man all of us realize that a good footM. C. BROWN, '16
could
demand for twenty cents. ball season assures a good year
W. C. SEITZ, '16
At the very reasonable rate of all round.
Manager
W. R. KINDER, '14
four dollars a week the manageReporters
THE CHOIR
ment has filled the wants of the
F. E. THOMPSON, E. L. TIFOf all the activities that have
patrons, giving clean, wholesome,
FANY, T. E. DAVEY, J.
appetizing food amid homelike had a place in Kenyon during the
W. LARCOMB.
year 1912-13- ,
one of the most gratsurroundings.
The objections have come only ifying as to results has been the
For Subscriptions and Advertising from men of extravagant tastes. choir.
The success of the college
Space address the Business Manager,
may
be accounted for very
choir
days
preference
In
student
should
Gambier, Ohio.
be given to that kind of food easily : it is composed of a small
Subscription, One Dollar and a which nourishes the body and number of interested men who atHalf per Year, in advance. Single brings health, upon which largely tend rehearsals and Sunday serCopies, Fifteen Cents.
vices consistently and who are
depends energy
a

The Kcnyon

Collegian

ef

and

clear brain.

The dishes which yield nothing

be-

Entered in the Fostoffice at Gambier,
yond pleasing taste should be
Ohio, as Second Class Matter.
used sparingly.
From the Press of
While the Commons is not in a
The Republican Publishing Co.
condition of opulence, the financial
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
end of the problem is not a great
June 9, 1913.
cause for alarm. Considering that
OUR POLICY

In compliance with a

time-honore-

d

custom, we take this opportunity to express our policy for
the coming year, in the hope that
it may meet the approval of our
readers.
The hest college publications
are those which reflect to the
greatest degree the conditions and
ideas of the institutions whence
they emerge. Bearing this in
mind, and realizing that the Collegian belongs primarily to the
alumni, we shall endeavor to
portray in a faithful and graphic
manner the activities of the college, and to keep the graduates
in touch with conditions as the
exist on the Hill.
We hope to produce a more frequent, more regular and more interesting Collegian, but the active
support of the readers is the greatest factor in the building of any
such enterprise. Among the obstacles which confront us are an
old but dwindling debt, an insufficient supply of news matter
and a scarcity of fluent, resourceful, reliable writers.
Any proposition for the advancement of Kenyon 's interests
will find room in our columns. We
aim to extend the Collegian to all

the first year presented puzzles
which have since been solved, and
that next year will without doubt
bring a larger number of patrons,
the future success of the present
system is assured.
As for the pleasant times afforded by the life at the Commons,
few men will fail to acknowledge
that the mixing of the entire student body, the nightly singing oi
Kenyon songs, the congenial fellowship of classmates, have not
strengthened their loyalty and
aided their digestion.
NEXT YEAR
At last the tide of Kenyon 's affairs seems to be setting towards
its flood. For the last year
things have looked pretty bad.
And they have been bad; so bad
that they could do nothing but
mend.
The number of men has
fallen lower than it has been for
many years, athletics have been
in a more or less unsettled condition, dramatics, glee club, orchestra, have all been dormant or
have had at best a temporary activity.
Even the canoe club's
house has been washed away by
the flood. Now comes the reaction.
The number of names now
on Dr. Peirce's list of prospective

there is no reason why it should
be allowed to stand any longer and
be an eyesore upon our otherwise
beautiful campus. It is said to be
a landmark of the earlier days of
the college. But now that the
doors and windows have been

nailed up with sickly yellow
boards the house is insufferable.
Though it is past usefulness and
hideous to behold, it is jealously
guarded in a way that makes it
even more useless and hideous.
Imagine this disgacc removed,
and in its place a small garden
While not usearound a
ful such a thing would be very
beautiful. Or picture a fountain
there with benches and tables
around it, all under a covering
of some sort, where we could
Even if
spend hot afternoons.
nothing but a 'grass plot were
there it would be a decided improvement.
An ancient tradition of the college had it that when Kenyon
should win at football from State,
"Hitchie's House" would be
burned. While such a bonfire
would destroy the trees, nearly
every student of Kenyon could
easily be induced to offer manual
working under a competent lead- labor or real money to effect the
er. So far as we are able to judge, razing of the ancient eyesore.
the policy of the leader has been
to get men who really know some1913 REVEILLE
thing of music and are willing to
work. Unnecessary absences from
(Continued from page 1.)
Sunday morning services on th
part of any one have been invar- incongruity, it is safe to say that
iably followed by that person's this is a very amusing story.
withdrawal from the choir.
The calendar of the past year's
The amount of new music that events at college was kept very
has been rendered during the year regularly and there are few days
has been a source of satisfaction which lack the account of the sernot only to the congregation but ious or grotesque incidents which
also to the choir men themselves. combine to make history at KenThat
"Te Deum" yon.
known as "64 in the Chant Book,"
The Champlin Press of Columwhich was sung Sunday after Sun- bus, in charge of the printing, proday and year after year in the duced excellent results and the enChurch of the Holy Spirit, has gravings of photographs were rebeen laid reverently aside in favor produced exceptionally well.
of other harmonizations that have
Taken all in all, the Reveille is
not been sung to death. The same a book of which the class of 1914
is true of all the music in the ser- may well be proud, and which is
vice, the result being an increased indeed a credit to the college.
interest on the part of every one
In order to make good use oi
in the parish. It is our sincere the book as an advertisement and
hope that next year's leader may an inducement for new men, letbe able successfully to live up to ters are being sent to the alumni
the precedent now so well
asking them to subscribe for one
or two copies at the reduced price
of $2.25, these copies to be sent
"HITCHIE'S HOUSE"
as advertisements to various preAlmost every guest on the Hill paratory schools throughout the
looks with displeasure at the state. The importance of the Restructure opposite Hanna and in- veille if used in this manner canquires: "What's that?" You re- not be exaggerated, and it is to
ply: "That's 'Hitchie's House.' be sincerely hoped that the manIt was once a professor's house, ager will receive a great number
but isn't in use at all now." That of subscriptions from the alumni
it is old, ramshackle, ugly, and and that these volumes will cause
useless cannot be denied, and to a great increase in the enrollment
the majority of undergraduates next fall.
time-honore-

d

sun-dia- l.
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COURSE IN BIOLOGY
To be Offered

DESTINATION OE

During the Coming Appears to be Professional

Summer Vacation

Chance for

Delinquents to Catch

Up

As in the past few years, Dr.
Walton will again offer several
courses in Biology this summer.
The work will begin Thursday,
June 19, and close July 25 approximately, and courses will be
offered in General, Aquatic, and
One of the
Advanced Biology.
dormitories will be open for the
use of the men, and as heretofore
all will eat at the hotel.
The course in General Biology is
the regular work of Biology 1
and 2, and is open to members of
the present freshman class, while
the other courses are only open
to men who have done previous
work in the subject. Aquatic Biology is offered only in the summer, when material is abundant;
this course is especially interesting here, as Gambier and the surrounding country are rich in specimen matter.
The most attractive part of the
Summer School work is probably
the several week-enexpeditions
in search of material. Last year
the entire school went to Buckeye
Lake, where two days were spent
collecting in the morning and
early afternoon and dancing in
the evening. The school also saw
some spirited baseball en route at
Newark. Another expedition was
a camping trip to the Walhonding
river. These trips are always
taken in automobile and are remembered long after the pleasure
of having made up several semester hours towards graduation is
forgotten. About ten men have
signified their intention of taking
these courses this summer.
d

State Press Meeting
The fourth meeting of the Ohio
College Press Association was
held at Columbus, May 23 and 24,
the Ohio State Lantern management acting as host for the occasion. Representatives of eleven
college publications were present,
including as delegates from the
Collegian Messrs. D. "W. Bowman
and W. S. Jenkins.
The principal feature of the first
day's program was a banquet at
the Ohio Union. The Hon. James
Boyle, former United States Consul at Liverpool, acted as toast-maste- r

and made the evening interesting with reminiscences of
his own early journalistic career.
Instructive addresses were made
by George F. Burba, Secretary to
Governor Cox, and Prof. II. F.
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OEEICERS

SELECTED

Career To Govern Various Student Organizations for the Coming

Law, Theology and Commer-

Year-Ma- nagers

Choose Aides

cial Callings the Favorites

NEW HONOR

RULES

Drawn Up to Govern Final Examin-

ationsSevere Penalties

Speci-

fied to Cover Infractions

The following rules, drawn up
During the past fortnight the
by
the Honor Committee and ratiHill
on
organizations
various
the
tion approaches, the thoughts of
fied by the Assembly, will probyear.
next
have
officers
for
elected
the seniors naturally turn toward
The list of new incumbants fol- ably be used to govern the comthe courses which they will puring examinations, although Dr.
lows :
sue after their departure from
Peirce
has not given them his finPhilomathesian
Kenyon. Some intend to continue
al
sanction:
Gregg,
'14.
A.
J.
President
student life in other institutions,
I. Time.
Vice President M. B. Taylor,
but the majority have chosen busi- '14.
(a.) Except by special arrangeness careers.
Secretary - Treasurer
K. W. ment, the time of examinations
Clan Crawford, an attorney-at-lashall be from eight to twelve and
Gushing, '15.
before he came to the Hill,
from two to six.
Curator C. A. Carr, '14.
will return to his office in Frank(b.) Every student must turn
lin, Pa. Fitch Matthews expects
in his paper within five minutes
Science Club
to study law at Columbia, and
President K. W. Cushing, '15. after the end of the examination.
Irvin Koehnline is as yet unde(c.) If a special time is agreed
Vice President S. S. Clark, '15.
cided as to whether he shall folSecretary - Treasurer
R. A. upon for an examination by a prolow the same plan or wait a year. Houston, '14.
fessor and a student, the latter
Theology, as law, will draw
shall notify the chairman of the
three recruits.
Don Wonders,
Honor Committee of the time and
Civics Club
Franklin Ilauck and Vernon
place.
President D. II. Harper, '14.
intend to continue their
II. Conduct.
Vice President R. A. Houston,
work at Bexley.
(a.) A student shall not be
'14.
The commercial world seems to
Secretary-Treasure- r
E. L. Tif- absent from the examniation room
be the favorite. Don Wheaton is fany, '15.
for more than ten minutes, and
slated for New York, where he
shall not enter any other college
will sell bonds.
"Bill" Koehnbuilding than that in which the
Brotherhood of St. Andrew
line 's services have been claimed
examination is being held.
Director W. W. Sant, '14.
by the Ft. Wayne and Northern
(b.) There shall be no remarks,
Vice Director E. L. Tiffany,
Indiana Traction Company. John '15.
questions or conversations which
Dickinson is looking for any atGeneral Secretary P. C. Bail- could in any way effect the anstractive
business
proposition, ey, '15.
wering of an examination queswhile Thurman Sprague has not
Secretary - Treasurer
J. R. tion. Specificly, a student shall
yet seen fit to worry, though a Goodwin, '16.
not ask for a spelling of a word,
commercial career awaits.
make any comment or ask an'
John Baird and Frank Weida
question as to the meaning of an
For 1914 Reveille
are headed for Johns Hopkins to
f
E. L. Tiffany, examination question, nor say how
join the Kenyon colony,
much he has written on a certain
'15.
of 1911 and Coolidge, Beat-tBusiness
Manager
F. E. question.
and McCafferty of 1912. Baird Thompson, '15.
(c.) No text book, note book,
will take up medicine and Weida
Advertising Manager
S. S. paper, nor anything else containmathematics. John Wickham in- Clark, '15.
ing information that might be
tends to study for the Rhodes
used in an examination shall be
scholarship examinations and folE. M. Tasman, '14, has been brought into the building in which
low "Bill" Bland to Oxford.
elected Assistant Manager of the the examination is being held, exOnly two of the class of 1913 1913 Reveille to relieve R. L. cept at the specific request and
will teach. "Petey" Bowlus has Langmade, who will not be able with the knowledge of a profesbeen selected as professor of bi- to remain on the Hill during Com- sor.
ology at DeVeaux College, Niaga- mencement week.
(d.) Noise or anything that
ra Falls, and also as physical dimight disturb those taking examrector to succeed Weaver, '12.
J. D. Snook, '15, has been ap- inations is prohibited.
Clarence Black will seek a quiet pointed Assistant Football
III. Enforcement.
school in the far West. The ulti(a.) No student shall take an
mate calling of both is, however,
examination without having signbusiness.
T. W. Bradley, '15, is the suc- ed the honor pledge.
(b.) It shall be the special duty
cessful candidate for Assistant
of
the chairman of the Honor ComHarrington of the 0. S. U. depart- Tennis Manager.
to see that no one stays
mittee
ment of Journalism.
time
over
at an examination.
W.
R.
S.
Kinder and W.
Jenkins
Round tables for editors and
(c.)
1. If a violaPenalties.
been
chosen
college
as
marhave
managers, free tickets for the Big
of
tion
these
rules
involves
deceit
by
shals
the
class.
senior
Six meet, and a lecture by Dr.
Commitdishonesty,
or
Honor
the
Williams, Dean of the Pulitzer (Columbia) School of JournaliAt a business meeting of the tee shall recommend to the Faculty
sm, were the attractions Satur- Ohio Intercollegiate Tennis Asso- that the offender be expelled. 2.
day. This last was the great fea- ciation, held Friday evening, May If a violation involves wilful
ture of the meetings and was well 30, Sherman S. Clark, '15, was disobedience, the Dormitory Com( Continued on Page 8)
worth a trip to Columbus.
elected president for next year.
As the day of

their gradua-

w

Mc-Ma.st-

er

--

Editor-in-Chie-

South-wort-

h
y

Tal-co-
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ON THE HILL
In order to complete a file, a
member of the Collegian board desires a copy of Collegian No. 1,
Vol. XXXVIII, dated June 10,
1911, and will pay a liberal reward for the first one to arrive.
On Sunday, May 11, the Rev.
Eichard Harriman of Albany, N.
Y., occupied the pulpit of the
Church of the Holy Spirit. On
May 18, Trinity Sunday, the College was favored by a sermon by
the Rt. Rev. Theo. I. Reese, the
newly elected Bishop Coadjutor of
Southern Ohio.

Philip W. Hull, '13, will

re-

turn from the General Theological
Seminary, New York, to take the
degree of Ph. B. with his class. J.
D. Boylan will take his A. B. at
the same time and return to Reserve Medical School.
Kenyon has recently added to
the list of amusements a nine hole
golf course. This sport proves to
be a very popular one among the
seniors, who are taking their ease
at this time of the year.
A subscription is in circulation
to secure from the Reveille Board
society heading,
the
painted by Coles Phillips. The object is to place the picture in the
Library.
four-colore-

d

LAST ASSEMBLY

Now if it were cigarettes, there
would be but one choice ratama.

(Continued from Page 1)

vr5

(V

0dXJ
f

--

Distinctively

stated in explanation of the action of the board that the ruling
was made in order to induce more
men to pay in advance and thus
to insure the Commons management of regular patronage. The
Assembly voted that the petition
should be presented to the board
of managers.
Mr. Kinder presented a resolution that the "Reveille" be financed by an assessment of not
to exceed $250, one half to be
paid by the junior class, the other
half to be distributed evenly
among the rest of the men in college, payable before December 1
of each year; provided, however,
that each junior class shall have
charge of the editing and publishing of the book ; and provided that
the class of 1914 be exempt from
any further assessment for '"Reveille" purposes. It was argued
against the resolution that the collecting of money from persons not
juniors would be difficult. A suggestion was made that the assessment be placed on the term bills,
but Dr. Walton expressed his belief that the trustees of the college would not permit such a
course to be adopted. In favor

JSMS&Bk

Individual
of the resolution

the point was
made that the burdensome junior
assessments tend to keep men
from completing their courses in
college, while the distribution of
the expense would obviate any
such disadvantage.
The resolution was adopted.
Dr. Walton as Treasurer of the
Assembly was empowered to replace a note of $450 by one of
$300, a part of the original note
having been paid.
Mr. Anderson moved that the
Senior Reception and the Junior
Prom change places in the order
of the year's events. The object
of this change is to remove a part
of the senior-weeburden from
the graduating class, placing it at
a time when the seniors are better prepared to give their reception. The motion was seconded
and carried, and will take effect
.
in the year
Dr. Walton proposed that the
of
continuance
intercollegiate
baseball at Kenyon and the making of a schedule for next year
k

1913-14-

be left to the discretion of the
coach.
Dr. Walton stated that
there are too few men in college
to support a winning team and to
finance it, and that baseball is a
losing proposition, from a financial
standpoint, in all colleges. He urged that immediate action be taken,
as the men are too optimistic in
the fall to consider fairly such a

proposition. It was moved and
seconded that the Assembly act
according to the suggestion of Dr.
Walton. Mr. Wickham moved to
lay the motion on the table. He
expressed his belief that the
coach's knowledge of the feelings
of Kenyon students and alumni
is not adequate to the emergency
in question, and that the feelings
of the alumni in particular are to
be considered. He then pointed
out that we are proud of our maintenance of all branches of college
athletics and that this fact is a
strong argument to be used in getting men to come to Kenyon. He
also advocated the raisng of a fund
to cover the deficit caused by base

"

ball. After being seconded, the
motion to lay on the table was
carried by a vote of 22 to 20. It
was then voted that a committee of three be appointed to sound
the opinion of the alumni on this
matter and to ask them for suggestions as to funds.
Dr. Allen presented "K's" as
follows: Track: Black (Mgr.);
Tennis: Moor, Clark, Jenkins, M.
C. Brown, Clark (Mgr.). Baseball:
Carr, Weatherhead, Prosser, F. J.
Wonders, Bramble, McMaster,
Moor, Wickham, Monroe, Zint,
Crawford (Mgr.). A graduate
manager's "K" was awarded to
Mr. Reinheimer.
Several of the seniors were pres-etand gave short talks, expressing their love for Kenyon, their
regret at leaving the Hill, their
appreciation of the loyalty of our
alumni and their willingness to
take an interest in the college after graduation, and urging all to
work for Kenyon during the coming summer.
n
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S. R. Doolittle
GENERAL
MERCHANDISE

Martin's

BEXLEY

HARCOURT

The program for the Gambier
Summer School which will be in
session from Tuesday, June 17, to
Friday, June 20, is as follows :
Tuesday, June 17.
7:30 p. m. Address of Welcome, Rt. Rev. Wm. A. Leonard,

has been studying in Italy under
the famous Dr. Montessori, and
who is now at the head of the
Alta Settlement Home in Cleveland, delivered an excellent lecture on slum work among Italians.

On May 17, Miss Gibson, who

STORE
MEN'S FURNISHINGS

WHITE FRENCH KID

D. D.

GLOVES

Miss Crouse, director of the New
"Church Union," Rt.
Rev. Boyd Vincent, D. D.
York School of New York, was a
guest of Miss Merwin last week.
Wednesday, June 18.
in Stock
Wall
a.
Phases of
Mrs. II. F. Talbot of Dayton
the Social Problem."
11
:00 m. ' ' Methods
of gave an interesting talk on
May 14.
Social Service."
Speaker, Rev.
Picture Framing a Specialty.
F. M. Crouch, Secretary of the
On Wednesday evening, May 28, Fine Line of Cigars and Smoking
Joint Committee on Social Ser
vice.
Miss Spaugler gave a recital on
Tobacco
7:30 p. m. "Church
Music." the subject of "Modes." It was
Speaker, Karl O. Staps, A. R. A. illustrated by songs from
M., Organist of St. Paul's Cathed
and McDowell.
ral, Cincinnati.
S.
Martin, Prop.,
Miss Tanner, '11, is sailing for
Thursday, June 19.
GAMBIER
a. m.
"Education America after two years of study
iu
England
and Social Service." Speaker,
and France.

Lecture:

Kenyon Views
Post Card Specialties

Paper

m."

9:30-10:3- 0

AND

"Anti-Suffrage- ,"

:00-1- 2

ShAi-man-

Fancy Grocries
AND

R.

9:30-10:3- 0

Rev. F. M. Crouch.
Miss Spangler will spend next
m. "A Criti
11:00 a,
cism of Higher Criticism," Rev. year in Paris in music study. During her absence her place will be
Olaf A. Toffteen, D. D.
7:30 p. m "Ilomiletic and Ex filled by Miss Filmore of Gambier.
pository Preaching," Rt. Rev. Ed
Gambier ward W. O.sborne, D. D., Bishop of
Mary Frances Helen of Gambier
won the bronze medal, given by
Springfield.
Friday, June 20.
the Sons of American Revolution,
9:30-10:3a. m. "Old Testa for the best essay on a subject

HARDWARE

Chaie Avenue

n

m.-12:-

00

Whenever or Wherever
You Walk

0

ment and Modern Science."

The Drug Store
All Kinds of
College Supplies

Kenyon Coat of Arms

PENNANTS

POSTERS

dealing the struggle

for

Walli-Ov- er

"Old
Testament and Ancient History,"
11:00

a.

m.-12:-

m.

00

Rev. Olaf A. Toffteen, D. D.
Seniors' "Last Chapel"
The Committee in charge con
The last chapel service which
sists of Charles E. Byrer, Wm. A.
Thompson, Chas. . Reade, Jos. the seniors were required to atII. Dodshon and James II. Young. tend was that of Monday, May
26. Dr. Peirce in a short address
expressed the regret of the college
The Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brews- at the departure of '13, after
ter, D. D., Missionary Bishop of which the "Hymn of the Holy
Western Colorado, was the guest Spirit" was sung as at all "Last
of C. P. Burgoon of Bexley, Tues- Chapels." Instead of disbanding
day, May 20.
at the end of the service, the senBishop Brewster expected to iors marched to the flag-pol- e
and
address the college men in the ev- hoisted a banner of orange and
ening, but a change in train time black, singing their class-son- g
and
prevented him from so doing.
Thrill during the operation.
Q--

the

Social Investigation Proposed
Jones and President
to
delegates
PICTURES Peirce were elected
Under the direction of a
the General Convention, New
organization with cenThe Official York, Oct., 1913, by the Diocesan tral offices in New York, a numSouvenir Spoons.
" K " Pin.
B. B. B. English Convention of Ohio, which met at
ber of the churches of Ohio have
Pipes. A fine line of Cigarettes Akron.
a social survey of rurundertaken
and Smoking Tobaccos.
al conditions affecting religious
A map of the state will
Sortora Saijo left on May 29 in statistics.
showing exactly the
prepared,
be
order to take a position in New
and religeducational
economic,
reHe
will
York for the summer.
county,
with
of
each
ious
situation
Photograph Supplies turn in the fall.
special attention to the percentage
of church members and of chil
Messrs. Reinheimer and Able- - dren in school. Dr. G. F. Smythe
white are to be congratulated up- will supervise the work in Knox
C. R. JACKSON, Prop., on the June issue of "The Scroll." county, and Fred J. Wonders, '14,
The subject matter is interesting is to compile the data during the
GAMBIER
coming summer.
and well chosen.

L.H. JACOBS
FOR

Nigh and Low Boots
Laces and Polish

.Dean

non-sectari-

an

Repairing Neatly Done.

Clint Colwell
ALIAS

MARK HANNA
DOES

YOUR DRAYING
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SOCIAL
On Monday evening, May 26,
Dr. and Mrs. G. F. Smythe entertained a dozen men from the college and an equal number of Ilar-cou-

rt

girls.
Ralph M. Watson, '12, was married on Thursday evening, May 1,
to Miss Evelyn Watts, a sister of
The cereEllis C. Watts,
mony was performed at St. Paul's
Episcopal Church, Minneapolis.
"Watty" is in the banking business at Bismark, N. D.
A smoker was tendered the visiting tennis teams in the West
Wing Bulls Eye, Friday evening,

Industry is the

price vhich the gods
mark on their choicest

ex-'1- 5.

--

prizes.

To produce tobacco
like

May 30.
On Wednesday evening, May
28, Mrs. E. V. Molen entertained
the Board of Managers and their
wives at the Commons, in honor

of the seniors. "Bill" Koehuline
presided as toastmaster and a
number of impromptu responses
were made by members of the faculty and of the college.
On Saturday evening, May 17,
Dr. and Mrs. Peirce entertained,
in honor of Bishop Reese, the seniors and the college men residing
in the Southern diocese.
Canon 0. E. Watson of Bexley
and Roger A. Houston, '14, will
spend the summer in Europe. They
for Glasexpect to sail on June
gow, going thence through England, Belgium, France and Switzerland to Italy, with a fortnight
1--

Co t

5

Prof. C. W. Stryker entertained
the Stanton Civics Club at dinner, Tuesday evening, June 3.
The 1913 banquet was held at
the Bakery Wednesday evening,
June 4, and the class of 1915 feasted at the Hotel the same evening.
NEW HONOR RULES
(Continued from page 5.)
mittee penalties shall be enforced,
and the Honor Committee shall
recommend to the Faculty that the
offender be reexamined. 3. If
a violation involves merely carelessness, the offender shall be reprimanded at the first regular Assembly meeting after his conviction, and the offense shall be reported to the member of the Faculty under whom the examination
was taken.
(d.) Any violation of the spirit of the Honor system which does
not come under these rules shall
be dealt with as the committee
sees fit.
IV. Tests.
These rules, except sections la,
lc, and 3b, shall apply to tests.

: VW--

J
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SMOOTH EST
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requires skill, diligence and infinite

watchfulness. Choicest Burley leaf is carefully aged until no

trace of harshness
Almoin

1

in Sicily.
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:
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I
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one
pound
glat

jar voith
humidor
top.

Changes in Football Rules
Few important changes have
been made in the football rules
for the coming season. Players
may be substituted at any time
during the last period under the
new rules. Additional penalties
are provided for delay in starting
the second period. This season
false moves in starting by the
center are subject to penalty, as
well as the other linemen. Under
last years' rules the center passing back the ball was permitted
to make false moves in order to
deceive the opponents into starting.
The rule against blocking opponents who have crossed the line
of scrimmage to receive forward
passes shall not apply until the
ball has been thrown. This takes
the protection from the end, who
under the old rules could not be
blocked after passing the line ol
scrimmage until he had received
the ball on the pass. The receiv

re-

mains. The result is
a smoke of satisfying
smoothness and delightful richness.

ing of forward passes is rendered
more difficult under the new rulings.
Kicking may be done anywhere
behind the line of scrimmage under the new ruling where before
the delivery was only permitted
beyond the line of scrimmage five
yards. The linesmen shall have
plays
jurisdiction over
and their rulings must be used for
the infliction of penalties, where
before the officials were not obliged to follow the reports of the
linesmen.
off-sid- e

Bearing the motto, "If it's for
the University, we're against it,"
the "scandal sheet" at the University of Illinois made its annual
appearance recently. The policy
of the paper is that the best lie is
the one which contains an element
of truth, and the issue is one of
the most popular the Illinois students have published. Ex.

COBURN

TROUPE

(Continued from page 1.)
much as the actual taming is then
accomplished. The way in which
Petruchia changed from a raging
tyrant to a kind and gentle husband, was very effective and this
bit of incongruity served but to
add to the humor. The final scene
where the suitors and wives are
brought together 4s made very
s
pleasing by the incident of
obedience to her husband
and the wager she so easily won
for him.
Unlike most players of Shakespeare, the Coburn troupe gives decided emphasis to the perfection
of each part, however small or unimportant it may seem. It is due
to this fact that all their plays
attain the definite unity intended
by the author and make the company so popular and successful.
Kath-erina'-

